
  

  

Abstract—Electro Mechanical Brake (EMB) is a high 
efficiency pure electric vehicle braking system which is based on 
the technology of Electronic, machinery, communication 
network. Because of the expensive cost and immature key 
technology in safety and reliability, the products cannot be 
mass-produced on the market at present. Electronic control of 
the EMB system needs a variety of sensors information 
feedback, therefore, how to correctly detect and diagnose the 
faults of the sensors is one of the important problems for the 
development of pure electric vehicles. Based on three-loop 
control architecture model of EMB system, the sensor fault 
detection model is established on the basis of Support Vector 
Regression (SVR), and the sensor fault diagnosis model is 
established on the basis of Support Vector Classification (SVC). 
In order to further improve the Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
for fault classification accuracy and fault detection reliability, 
the parameters of SVM can be optimized by using Clonal 
Selection Algorithm (CSA) and the modified CSA-SVM model 
is established. Simulated result of experiment indicates that the 
proposed CSA - SVM fault detection rate is increased than the 
traditional SVM by 62.5% and the fault classification accuracy 
is increased by 10% which laids a solid foundation of 
fault-tolerant control technology for the EMB system. 
 

Index Terms—Fault detection, fault diagnosis, support vector 
machine, clonal selection, electro mechanical brake. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Automotive braking system can directly affect the safety 

of the car. EMB system is a gordian technique to 
fundamentally improve the automobile braking performance, 
steering stability, intelligent degree and economic 
performance of the energy consumption [1]. Along with the 
automobile intelligent and electrification process continues to 
accelerate, the related technology continues to mature, not 
only making EMB system based on the technology of 
electromechanical integration and drive-by-wire possible, but 
also becoming the development direction of the next 
generation of pure electric vehicle braking system. The EMB 
system over the traditional hydraulic braking system has the 
advantages of mall size, high efficiency, simple structure, 
convenient installation and maintenance, flexible layout and 
so on. It also has the active adaptation to different drivers 
under different driving conditions. The electronic brake pedal 
simulator and actuators of EMB system is carrying with 
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current sensor, speed sensor and so on [2]. In electronic 
control system, sensor is a very important approach and 
methods to perceive, test and obtain the information. Due to 
sensor will be directly affected by the electromagnetic field. 
At the same time, except car outside influences such as 
vibration and temperature, it is also affected by the electronic 
components own life. There will be a sensor fault such as 
constant gain, constant deviation and stuck faults, etc. Once 
the sensor broke down, the driver’s breaking intention and 
braking effect could not be accurately detected, it will brings 
a serious threat to the braking system. Therefore, the fault 
detection and diagnosis technology of the sensor are 
particularly necessary and important. 

A robust fault detection filter which is effective for the 
sensor fault diagnose is proposed in [3]. The method can 
effectively detect the sensor fault, however, this method is 
put forward for the linear system, it cannot adapt to the 
complex, integration problem in nonlinear systems. There is 
a method using BP neural network method to the research of 
sensor fault diagnosis in [4]. In [5], a fault diagnosis is put 
forward for temperature, flow rate and pressure sensors in 
VAV systems using wavelet neural network. It realizes the 
fault diagnosis for sensors by using neural network algorithm 
which has the function of self-learning, parallel processing 
and fault tolerance. But under the condition of small sample, 
over fitting phenomenon will easily arise leading to the low 
generalization ability. In addition, the neural network 
algorithm is greatly influenced by topology structure 
complexity of network and the data complexity. These 
deficiencies making the application effect of neural network 
algorithm in fault diagnose technology is much less than the 
desired effect. One sensor fault diagnose method is proposed 
based on support vector regression algorithm in [6]. Support 
vector regression is a new machine learning algorithm based 
on statistical learning theory which has very strong capability 
to handle the complicated nonlinear system. Support Vector 
Machine can solve the small-sample problems well by using 
the structural risk minimization principle. It has the 
advantages such as the only global optimal solution, strong 
generalization ability and the structure of the model 
determining by the algorithm to automatically determine. But 
the performance of support vector machine is depended on 
the problems of parameters selecting. Parameter selection 
based on prior knowledge and the regression model are hard 
to reach the targets of intelligent fault detection and 
fault-tolerant control of nonlinear systems. From the above 
analysis study, the traditional sensor fault diagnosis 
technology cannot meet the requirements of nonlinear 
systems, as well as the neural network algorithm for 
nonlinear system has the shortcomings such as a badly 
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affected by the sample, parameter selection, which is difficult 
to achieve accurate fault detection and diagnosis. 

For EMB system, a sensor fault detection and diagnose 
model based on SVM is put forward, it is based on clonal 
selection algorithm aiming at parameters selection, and the 
support vector machine is applied to EMB system. In section 
II, the three-loop control architecture model of EMB is 
constructed. Section III sets up the fault detection and 
diagnosis model based on SVM. Section IV presents a SVM 
parameter optimization algorithm based on CSA. A sensors 
fault detection and diagnose model based on modified 
CSA-SVM has been established in section V and then the 
simulation using MATLAB is given in Section VI. Finally, 
brief conclusions are given in section VII. Simulation results 
show that the modified CSA-SVM model can detect and 
diagnose faults steadily and effectively, and laid a solid 
foundation to the security and reliability of the EMB system. 
 

II. THE THREE-LOOP CONTROL OF EMB SYSTEM 
ARCHITECTURE MODEL 

EMB system mainly includes controller, actuator and 
sensor system. EMB actuators are mainly composed of 
retarding mechanism, movement conversion device, and 
executive motor [7]. Where, EMB system pressure control, 
speed control and current control loop can be realized by the 
action of executive motor current, speed and braking pressure 
signal, such as shown in Fig. 1.  
 

Fig.1. Three-loop control of EMB system architecture model. 
 

EMB system whether run normally or not depends largely 
on the accuracy of the sensor signal such as the current, speed, 
pressure, etc. Where, the current and speed signal are from 
the EMB system of Brushless Direct Current Motor. Through 
the establishment of the brushless motor mathematical model 
to acquire the current and speed sensor output model, to 
establish the output of the pressure sensor model according to 
the relationship between the braking force and the load 
torque. 

When the EMB system of brushless motor is working 
normally, it can be described by using the following equation 
[8]. 
 

a
a a a b a

dIL R I E E
dt

+ + =                       (1) 

 

b b mE k ω=                                 (2) 
 

m m m m m fJ B T Tω ω+ = −                       (3) 

 
m aT kI=                                     (4) 

where, aE  is armature voltage, bE  is armature counter 

electromotive force, aI  is armature current, aL  is the 

armature inductance, k  is moment coefficient, bk  is 
feedback coefficient of electromotive force, aR  is armature 

resistance, mJ  is equivalent moment of inertia of the motor 

shaft, mω  is corner, mT  is motor torque, fT  is motor load 

torque, mB  is motor shaft equivalent viscous friction 
coefficient. 

According to the equation (1)-(4), the state space 
expression of brushless motor model can be concluded as 
follows. 
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According to the relationship between the structure of 
EMB actuators, braking  force and the motor load torque, 
the relational expression is L bT Fη= . Where， bF  is the 
braking force, η  is the brake factor. 
 

III. SENSOR FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS MODEL 
BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

SVM is a powerful learn method machine which is 
proposed by V. Vapnik [7]. SVM is an important means to 
overcome the “dimension curse”, over-fitting phenomenon 
and so on, mainly used in classification and regression 
problems. It established a model of sensor fault detection and 
diagnosis based on SVM. Early fault is detected for the 
sensor system by using SVR, and further identification of 
fault types is using SVC. The main idea of SVM is 
constructing a classification function to classify the samples 
for the training set. Assuming that, the training set is 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2, , , , , , ( )l
l lT x y x y x y X Y= ∈ × . Where, X  

denotes the input space, Y  denotes the output space. Each 
point ix  in input space is composed by n  attributes, which 

can be described as n
ix X R∈ = . Each iy  in the output 

space is the classification identification corresponding each 
x , described as }{ 1,1iy Y∈ = − , 1, ,i l= . Finding a 

real valued function ( )g x of the nR , to construct the 

classification function ( ) sgn( ( ))f x g x= to infer any x  
corresponding y . When the samples of the training set is 
linearly separable, existing only one standard hyperplane 
( ) 0x bω ⋅ + = , When 1)( ≥+⋅ bxω , 1iy = ; when 

1)( −≤+⋅ bxω , 1iy = − . The two formulas merge 

into ( ) 1i iy x bω ⋅ + ≥ , which satisfy ( ) 1i iy x bω ⋅ + =  
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established ix  called support vector. 
For the linearly separable case, the support vector plays a 

role only when the classification hyperplane has been 
established, usually accounting for only a small part of the 
sample set, so that SVM having sparsity. The interval of the 
sample point of 1iy =  and standard hyperplane is 

1

( ) 1min
i

i

y

x bω
ω ω=

⋅ +
= , and then the support vector interval 

is 2
ω

. The optimal hyperplane means that the maximum 

2
ω

. So to find the optimal hyperplane problem can be 

transformed into the following two quadratic programming 
problems. 
 

21min
2

. . (( ) ) 1 1, ,i is t y x b i l

ω

ω ⋅ + ≥ =

　

　 　　

 

 
When the two types of samples in training set T  can be 

linearly separable, in addition to the general support vector 
distributes in two classification boundary of 

( ) 1i iy x bω ⋅ + = , all the rest of the sample points are 
distributed in the classification boundary outside. The 
structured hyperplane is called margin hyperplane. When the 
two types of sample training set T  cannot be linearly 
separable, which allows not meet the constraints of the 
sample points, still can partition by using the hyperplane. It is 
time to soften the interval, to structure the soft margin 
hyperplanes. Softening method is introducing slack variable 

0,iξ ≥  1, ,i l= to get the “softening” constraints 

iii bxy ξω −≥+⋅ 1))(( , li ,,1= . When iξ  is sufficiently 
large, the sample points always satisfy the above constraints. 
But also trying to avoid iξ  too large value, it is going to 
punish it in the objective function. Get the following 
quadratic programming. 
 

2

1

1min ,
2

l

i
i

Cω ξ
=

+ ∑　
 

. . (( ) ) 1 ,
0, 1, , .

i i i

i
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ξ
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            (5) 

 
where, 0C ≥  is the penalty parameter, the Lagrange function 
is. 
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where, 0iγ ≥ , iξ＞0 . 

When the training set T , the two kinds of sample point set 
overlap area is large, dealing with linear inseparable problem 

of linear SVC will not be able to classify the sample. SVC by 
introducing the transformation of ( )x xϕ  from the input 

space X  to another higher dimensional Hilbert space H  , 
the original input space X  training sets 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2, , , , , , ( )l
l lT x y x y x y X Y= ∈ × translate into 

new training set in the Hilbert space H . 
 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }
( ) ( ) ( ){ }

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

, , , ,

( ), , ( ), , ( ),
l l

l l

T x y x y x y

x y x y x yϕ ϕ ϕ

=

=

　

　　
 

 
It is made the Hilbert space H  linear separable. 

The Hilbert space H  means the feature space. In order 
to rigidly divide the training set T , the hyperplane  
( ( )) 0x bω ϕ⋅ + =  is obtained through the space H . The 
original problem is transformed into quadratic programming 
as follows. 
 

21min
2

ω　  

( )( )( ). . 1i is t y x bω ϕ⋅ + ≥　  

 
By introducing the kernel function K ， 

( ) ( ), ( ) ( )i j i jK x x x xϕ ϕ= ⋅  is made to avoid the complex 

operation in high dimensional feature space. Commonly used 
polynomial kernel function is polynomial kernel function, the 
radial basis kernel function and sigmoid kernel function. 
Where, the polynomial kernel function is expressed as 

(( ) )dk x y θ⋅ + ; radial basis kernel function is expressed as 
2

2( ) exp( )
x y

k x y
s
−

⋅ = − ; sigmoid kernel function is 

expressed as ( ) tanh( ( ) )k x y u x y r⋅ = ⋅ − . 
By introducing the Lagrange multiplier and according to 

the duality theorem Wolfe [10] convert (5) to its dual 
problem. 
 

1 1 1

1max ( )
2

l l l

i j i j i j i
i j i

y y K x x
α

α α α
= = =

⋅ +∑∑ ∑　-

 

1

. . 0

0, 1, ,

l

i i
i

i

s t y

i l

α

α
=

=

≥ =

∑　　

　　  
 

When mapped the training set in the high 
dimensional space H  cannot be rigidly divided, need to 
soften of constraint conditions, it is time to introduce the 
penalty factor C . 
 

1 1 1

1max ( )
2

l l l

i j i j i j i
i j i

y y K x x
α

α α α
= = =

⋅ +∑∑ ∑　-    

1

. . 0

, 1, ,

l

i i
i

i

s t y

C i l

α

α
=

=

≤ ≤ =

∑　　

　　0

                                      (6) 
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The optimal solution 1( , )T
lα α α∗ ∗ ∗= is obtained by 

solving (6), 
1

( , )
l

i i i i j
i

b y y a K x x∗ ∗

=

= −∑  is calculated by 

choosing the positive component α ∗ which is restrained by 
0 j Cα∗< < , to construct the decision function 

( ) *

1
( )

l

i i j
i

g x y K x x bα ∗

=

= ⋅ +∑ . The final classification function 

is constructed as follows. 

 ( ) *

1
( ) sgn( )

l

i i j
i

f x y K x x bα ∗

=

= ⋅ +∑               (7)  

The unknown samples can be classified. 
Generalized SVM to estimate real function by learning the 

samples, it is called the SVM regression problem [11]. SVR 
is widely used in the regression and the function 
approximation problem. Considering an independent 
identically distributed sample point 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2, , , , , , ( )l
l lT x y x y x y X Y= ∈ ×  , Where, 

n
ix X R∈ = , { }1,1iy Y∈ = − . Search function ( )y f x=  

to infer any x  corresponding y  value, and makes the 
empirical risk minimum. 

In order to improve the robustness of the support vector 
regression, the insensitive loss function ε has been introduced 
as follows. 

( ) ( )
( ( ), )

else
i i

i

f x y f x y
L f x yε

ε ε⎧ − − − ≥
= ⎨
⎩

　　

0　　　　　
 

If the absolute value’s deviation between the estimator 
output ( )f x and the desired output iy  is less than ε , it 
equals to the zero; otherwise it equals to the deviation of the 
absolute value minus ε . The insensitive function can ensure 
the existence of the global minimum solution and the reliable 
optimization of generalization, having again with a subset of 
training set to express the computational advantage, so to 
improve the stability and generalization ability of the 
algorithm. 

For a given training set T , the appropriate precision 
parameter 0ε > , penalty parameter 0C >  and suitable 
kernel function ( , ')K x x  have been chosen. Structuring and 
solving optimized problems as follows.   

(*) 2

* *

, 1

* *

1 1
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∑ ∑
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l
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s t
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l

α α

α α

=

− =

≤ ≤ =

∑　　

　　0 ， 　

                     (8) 

The optimal solution (*) * *
1 1( , , , , )T

l lα α α α α=  is 

obtained by (8), choosing (*)α  positive component of 0jα > , 

calculating *

1

( ) ( , )
l

i i i i j
i

b y K x xα α ε
=

= − − +∑ , so to 

construct the decision function as follows. 

*

1

( ) ( , )
l

i i i j
i

y K x x bα α
=

= − +∑                  (9) 

The unknown samples can be predicted. 
 

IV. THE SVM PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION BASED ON 
CLONAL SELECTION ALGORITHM 

When the distribution area of two kinds of sample points in 
the input space was serious overlapped. It can make the 
distribution area of the sample points which are reflected to 
each class of feature space more concentrated by selecting the 
proper kernel function and parameters. So as to reduce the 
combination of the distribution area of two kinds of sample 
points, and strengthen two kinds of sample set in the feature 
space “Linear separability” to achieve the purpose of 
improving the precision of classification and generalization 
performance. However, while electing nuclear function and 
parameters, using different kernel functions for the same 
experimental data, the accuracy tends to be varying widely. 
Even for the same kernel function, the selection of 
parameters is different; the precision of classification will 
have bigger difference. In the process of practical application, 
through the simulation for many times to find the suitable 
kernel function, and determine the best parameters. 

It presents a method that SVM parameters optimization 
based on genetic algorithm in [12], the selection of SVM 
parameters is regarded as a function optimization problem, 
utilizing the global optimization ability of genetic algorithm 
is to optimize the parameters of SVM. To some extent, 
although this method can optimize the performance of SVM, 
the genetic algorithm exist the disadvantage that the speed of 
convergence is slow, and easy to fall into the defect of local 
optimal solution. 

Biological immune recognition method of the biological 
immune system can use the relatively limited number of 
antibodies to identify an almost infinite number of antigen in 
a short period of time [13]. The genetic recombination, 
affinity maturation and receptor editing mechanism of the 
clonal selection can well describe the formation of problem 
solving ability. Basic thought of the clonal selection is that 
the cells which are able to identify the antigen cells are 
augmenting, and these cells are selected and preserved. The 
cells which cannot identify the antigen cells are not selected, 
and not augmenting. CSA can improve the rate of 
convergence, at the same time, keep the population diversity. 
What’s more, CSA can effectively overcome the problems 
such as premature convergence; it is suitable for processing 
optimization problem. When using the clonal selection 
algorithm for SVM parameters optimization, it will be the 
selection of optimization parameters corresponding antigen 
and feasible solutions corresponding antibody and feasible 
solution corresponding the optimal solution of approximation 
degree of affinity. As a result, the optimization process of the 
SVM parameter optimization problem can be with the 
immune system to identify antigens and the process of 
antibodies evolution. To abstract the evolutionary in 
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biological immune response chain as the optimization 
process for the evolution of the math [14]. (Original antibody 
group - selection to clone amplification - high frequency 
mutation - reselect the best antibodies - the new antibody 
group). Fig.2 shows the detail block diagram of CSA 
optimization algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Block diagram of parameters optimization by clonal selection 

algorithm. 
 

First, randomly generated antibodies repertoire P , it is the 
sum of memory antibody cells ( )M  and the temporary 
antibody repertoire ( )rP , ( )rP P M= + . Calculating the 
affinity of antibodies _Ab aff , and choose the antibodies of 
high affinity individuals to constitute a temporary group of 

nP . Second, N  of the best individual in the group nP  are 

cloning to generate the temporary clone pool C . N  of the 
antibodies which are selected will be cloned, the higher the 
antibody affinity, the higher the number of antibody clone 

( )cN . Where, cN  is described as 
1

.( )
n

c
i

NN round
i

β
=

=∑  to 

determine the number of antibody clone. Third, the operation 
of high frequency mutation to generate a mature antibody 
group *C , where, the mutation probability is inversely 
proportional to the antibody affinity. Finally, recalculating 
the mutated antibody affinity with higher affinity antibodies 
is to replace the original, update memory antibodies M , 
d of the low affinity antibodies to be replaced, so as to 
maintain the diversity of antibody. 
 

V. THE EMB SYSTEM SENSOR FAULT DETECTION AND 
DIAGNOSIS BASED ON THE MODIFIED CSA-SVM 

Common sensor faults mainly include stuck fault, constant 
gain fault and constant bias fault. Among them, when stuck 
fault happens, the output of sensor is a certain value, which 
can be described as ( ) ( )out iny t a y t= ≠ . Sensor constant gain 
fault will make the output amplitude change, which can be 

described by ( ) ( )out iny t y tβ= .The output of sensor which 
has constant bias fault lags behind normal output, which can 
be described by ( ) ( )out iny t y t= + Δ . 

Sensor fault detection and diagnosis of EMB system is 
based on SVM classification and regression prediction 
method in this paper. SVR is used for regression prediction of 
three sensors fault in EMB. Through the residual errors 
between the prediction model outputs and the actual system 
outputs, the fault can be detected, and the fault information is 
outputted to support vector classification to further 
distinguish the type of sensor fault. The architecture of EMB 
sensor fault detection and diagnosis is shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. EMB sensor fault detection and diagnosis model. 

 
The specific process of EMB sensor fault detection and 

diagnosis based on CSA-SVM is divided into early 
prediction and category recognition of fault. In period of 
early prediction, first based on motor model of EMB system, 
mathematical models of current and speed sensor are 
established, respectively. And pressure sensor model is 
established in view of the brake actuator structure. Through 
acquisition of the sensor output data, training sample set is 
established. Then considering the punishment and kernel 
parameters of SVM, CSA is used to optimize SVM. Specific 
optimization algorithm is determining the parameters of CSA, 
including the evolution algebra, crossover probability and 
mutation probability. Using CSA randomly generated initial 
antibodies, and selecting the first N  antibody, then decoding 
it for the kernel and punishment parameter. The K-fold 
cross-validation method is used to calculate the correct 
classification rate of the antibody. On the basis of the rate of 
correct classification to test sample by antibodies in antibody 
repertoire, antibodies are dealt with selective clone, crossover 
and mutation operation [15]. Output optimal affinity 
antibody as the parameters of SVM, and draw the 
corresponding support vector and the classification hyper 
plane coefficient. In the end, put the penalty parameter C  
and RBF kernel parameters from clonal selection 
optimization in SVM. According to the decision function (9), 
calculate the new sample data of EMB system sensor fault. 
Then to generate residuals by comparing estimated output 
values of sensor from SVR. And the actual output values of 
EMB for early sensor fault prediction. 

In fault category recognition, input the EMB fault sample 
data to CSA-SVM. According to the decision function (7), 
the specific fault types will be identified based on the 
calculation and process for fault sample data.  
 

VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS 
In order to verify the validity of the sensors fault detection 

and diagnosis model proposed in this study, the mathematical 
modeling and simulation of EMB system sensor faults such 
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as stuck , constant gain and constant bias faults are carried out 
based on MATLAB. 

Collecting the normal and fault signal of EMB sensors as 
the training sample of SVM, at the same time, to optimize the 
punishment factor and radial basis kernel parameters for 
SVM by using the CSA. Where, the parameters of CSA as 
shown in Table I.  

 
TABLE I: PARAMETERS OF CLONE SELECTION ALGORITHM 

 
 

Put the signal of the sensor mathematical model which is 
proposed in Section II into the support vector regression 
model to achieve the estimated signal based on CSA-SVM.  

Compare the result from the CSA-SVM fault detection 
model with the traditional SVM fault detection model to take 
simulation. The status output simulation of the sensor 
trouble-free results is shown in Fig.  4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Sensor trouble-free status simulation results. (a) The comparison of 
the sensor actual output, the traditional SVR and the modified CSA-SVR 
predicted output; (b) the comparison of the traditional SVR and the modified 
CSA-SVR residual value. 

 
Fig. 4 (a) shows the comparison of the sensor actual output, 

the SVR and the CSA-SVR predicted output. Where, the 
solid line is the sensor actual output, the long dotted line is 
the estimated output by traditional SVR model, the short dash 
line is the estimated output by CSA-SVR model. Fig. 4 (b) 
shows the comparison of the SVR and the CSA-SVR residual 
value. Where, the solid line is the residual value between 
sensor actual output and traditional SVR estimated, the 
dotted line is the residual value between sensor actual output 
and modified CSA-SVR estimated. From the simulation 
results, we can see that the SVM can fit the output of sensor 
under the trouble-free status. Through analyzing the test 
results, it proves that precision of the regression fitting model 
based on modified CSA-SVR increased 62.5% to the 
traditional SVR, and the output of sensor can be more predict 
accurately. 

Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of the EMB system 
sensor stuck fault signal detection and estimation. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the comparison of the sensor actual output, 
the SVR and the CSA-SVR predicted output. While the 
sensor is stuck fault, the system output value remains in the 
current value, and keeps stable afterwards. Fig.5 (b) shows 
the comparison of the SVR and the CSA-SVR residual value. 
Two kinds of SVR estimated residual occurs obviously 
jumping, and hold steady residual value after failure. 

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the EMB system 
sensor constant gain fault signal detection and estimation. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Sensor stuck fault signal detection and estimation. (a) The comparison 
of the sensor actual output, the traditional SVR and the modified CSA-SVR 
predicted output; (b) the comparison of the traditional SVR and the modified 
CSA-SVR residual value. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Sensor constant gain fault signal detection and estimation. (a) The 
comparison of the sensor actual output, the traditional SVR and the modified 
CSA-SVR predicted output; (b) the comparison of the traditional SVR and 
the modified CSA - SVR residual value. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Sensor constant bias fault signal detection and estimation.(a) The 
comparison of the sensor actual output, the traditional SVR and the modified 
CSA-SVR predicted output; (b) the comparison of the traditional SVR and 
the modified CSA-SVR residual value. 

 
Fig. 6 (a) shows the comparison of the sensor actual output, 

the SVR and the CSA-SVR predicted output. It can be seen 
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from the simulation results that while the sensors constant 
gain fault, the output of the system suddenly alpha times to 
the normal state, and then keeps stable afterwards. Fig. 6 (b) 
shows the comparison of the SVR and the CSA-SVR residual 
value. The simulation results show that two kinds of SVR 
system that estimates residual can detect the fault because of 
the abrupt change when the fault occurred. 

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of the EMB system 
sensor constant bias fault signal detection and estimation. 

Where, Fig. 7 (a) shows the comparison of the sensor 
actual output, the SVR and the CSA-SVR predicted output. 
The simulation results show that great deviation appeared 
when the sensor constant bias fault occurred, and affected the 
normal operation of the sensor. Fig. 7 (b) shows the 
comparison of the SVR and the CSA-SVR residual value. It 
shows that when the sensor constant bias fault happened, the 
estimated residual change obviously so that the fault can be 
detected Immediate and accurately. 

Put the sensor fault signal into the SVM classifier, the 
specific sensor fault types can be further identified. Using the 
clonal selection algorithm is to optimize the parameters of the 
SVM classifier, and regard the traditional SVM as a 
comparison to the experimental simulation.  

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the three kinds of sensor fault 
diagnosis results of EMB system towards the traditional 
SVM and CSA-SVM, respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 8. SVM sensor fault diagnosis simulation diagram 

 
TABLE II: THE COMPARISON OF THE SENSOR FAULT DIAGNOSTIC RATE  

 
 

where, the rectangular solid line is the real value of the fault 
type, the circular dotted line is the estimated value of fault 
classification towards SVM. The simulation results showed 
that the three kinds of fault of sensors can be classified by 

SVM. Compared with traditional SVM, the modified 
CSA-SVM has a more accurate and more stable 
identification function towards sensor faults. The traditional 
SVM model compared with modified CSA-SVM for sensor 
fault diagnosis results have been shown in Table II. 

The Table II shows that the average value of the traditional 
SVM sensor fault diagnosis model classification accuracy is 
87.8%, and the accuracy of the fault classification based on 
the modified CSA-SVM fault diagnosis model reaches 
96.7%. Analyzing the simulation results by repeating the 
experiment for many times, the accuracy of fault 
classification modified CSA-SVM model can be increased by 
10% than the traditional SVM. 

 

 
Fig. 9. CSA-SVM sensor fault diagnosis simulation diagram. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This article researches on fault detection and diagnosis 

which is aimed at the current, rotational speed and the 
pressure sensor of the EMB system. It is proposed a model of 
the fault detection and diagnosis based on SVM. At the same 
time, the SVM parameter optimization model has been 
proposed based on CSA, which is aimed at a big problem of 
the fault classification accuracy of SVM and the stability of 
the fault detection which are greatly influenced. Firstly using 
the CSA-SVR is to give early prediction to the system, 
comparing the forecast output with the actual output of the 
transducer to generate the residuals. By detecting the change 
of the residuals is to give early prediction to the failure, and 
using SVC is to identify the fault type of the sensors farther. 
Simulation experiments show that the SVM model for sensor 
fault detection and diagnosis based on the clonal selection 
algorithm optimization can give the real-time detection and 
diagnosis to the sensor fault, at the same time, comparing the 
CSA-SVM with the traditional SVM, it can improve the 
reliability of 62.5% in fault detection, and improve the 
accuracy of fault classification by 10% in the identification of 
fault. It is proposed that the modified CSA-SVM model can 
accurately detect the fault type of the fault sensor to lay a 
foundation for the subsequent intelligent fault tolerant control 
technology of EMB system. 
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